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Background:
Applications of established quality indicators for ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) are only valid if there is a gap between evidence and practice and whether this gap results in worse outcome. Previous evaluation of the Belgian STEMI database revealed good adherence to most of the STEMI recommendations except for time delays between diagnosis and treatment. The present study aims to investigate the relationship between variation in time delay and in hospital mortality in Belgium STEMI patients treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention (pPCI).

Methods:
A total of 5776 STEMI patients, admitted in 55 Belgian hospitals during the period 2015-2017 were enrolled in the STEMI database and had complete time data available. Diagnosis-to-balloon time (DiaTB) and door-to-balloon (DoTB), defined as time between arrival in the PCI center and first balloon inflation, were correlated to in hospital mortality with correction for differences in baseline risk profile (TIMI risk score). A time quality score (0-4) was assigned to each patient according to summation of following rules: DiaTB>120 min =0; DiaTB 90-120 min =1, DiaTB<90min =2 and DoTB>90min =0; DoTB 60-90min =1; DoTB < 60min =2.

Results:
The average time quality score was 2.9 ± 1.3 with good adherence to recommended time lines (score 4) in 47% of the patients and lack of adherence (score 0) in 7.6% of the patients. In hospital mortality was 6.2%. There was a significant independent correlation between the time quality score and the in-hospital mortality (adjusted OR 0.81 (95% CI 0.7-0.89) with observed mortality rates of 12.6% in pts with score 0 and of 5.0% in patients with score 4 (see figure). Additional analysis revealed that DoTB was a better outcome predictor than DiaTB. The time quality score increased from 2.8 in 2015 to 3.1 in 2017 (p=0.001) but without significant effect on mortality.

Conclusions:
Good adherence to recommended time lines was present in only half of the Belgian STEMI patients and was associated with the lowest in hospital mortality rate. A more systematic implementation of this time quality indicator will help to improve current inequities in quality of care in Belgium.
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